
Clark Fork School 

 

Kinnikinnick Summer Camp Weekly Themes 2018 
 

Week 1:  June 11-15 – Marvelous Mud 

We’ll focus on digging, creating, planting, and exploring as we dive into a childhood wonder – Mud! We will 

hunt for bugs, make delectable nature pies, explore the garden, and create artistic masterpieces. And, of course, 

we’ll saunter to the woods in search of ooey, gooey, marvelous mud! Leave your nice clothes at home this 

week, because CFS students are powered by dirt. 

 

Week 2:  June 18 – 22 – Out of this World 

This week we will look to the skies! We will learn about the mythology behind constellations, view the surfaces 

of other planets, and explore what’s really going on with the dark side of the moon. We will be partnering with 

the University of Montana’s Astronomy department for a close-up view of the stars and planets, we’ll create a 

diagram of our solar system, and we’ll even invent our own constellations. Take your curiosity to infinity and 

beyond! 

 

Week 3: June 25 – 29 – Time Traveling through Missoula 

Visit different phases in Missoula’s history as we explore how Missoula has changed over the eons! We will use 

the magic of time travel to explore the mysteries of Glacial Lake Missoula. We will discover how Native 

Americans originally used the land and where they settled. We will re-live the life of early homesteaders and 

will learn about the coming of the railroad. This week requires lots of field trips and tons of imagination! 

 

Week 4: July 2, 3, 5, 6 – Power Wranglers (*** There will be no camp on Wednesday, July 4th ***). 

Explore, create, and construct during an energized camp filled with learning about renewable resources. After 

learning the nuts of bolts of renewable energy, we’ll become engineers for the week. We will power cars and 

ovens from the sun and see how much power we can create with our wind turbine blades. We’ll explore kid-

friendly ways to save power and saunter to rooftops that create electricity from the sun. We’ll even engineer our 

own hydropower! We’ll end the week building our own off-grid school community model. Come prepared for 

an electrifying experience! 

 

Week 5: July 9-13 – Playing with Permaculture 

Come join us to discover one of the most sustainable, and easiest, ways to garden – Permaculture! Using art, 

games, and soil play, we’ll explore what permaculture is and how it works. We will visit local gardens and 

spend time in our school garden planting seeds and eating tasty treats. We’ll practice with fermentation by 

making homemade pickles and get a close-up view of how worms make compost. We’ll even make our own 

lasagna garden!  

 

Week 6: July 16-20 – Making, Tinkering, Creating 

Join us for a week of building, designing, and inventing fun! We will engage in a variety of activities that will 

exercise our creating brains. We’ll explore with constructing and testing designs, use natural materials to build 

and make art, and travel to Home Resource for materials to repurpose. The rest of the itinerary is up to students! 

Maybe we’ll become engineers and build a boat or bridge. Maybe we’ll design our dream playground. Maybe 

we’ll build forts in the forest. With our brain power, the sky’s the limit! 
 

Week 7:  July 23-27 – Water, Water, Everywhere! 

This week’s focus is all wet! Water appears in nature in three forms, so we’ll experiment with all three. We will 

explore several of Missoula’s natural water formations, learn about the water cycle and watershed, and discuss 
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conservation and protection of clean water resources. We will also experiment with different methods for 

purifying polluted or salinated water. And, of course, we’ll splash away the summer heat at our local streams 

and water parks! 

 

Week 8:  July 30 – August 3 – O-Fish-Ally Summer 

Get hooked on fishing and explore the diverse world that lives underwater! During this week, we will visit local 

habitats and explore the watershed in which we live. We’ll dive into fascinating fish facts and develop knot-

tying skills. We’ll master the art of casting and learn how to tie knots that can hold a fish. We’ll even learn how 

to make flies that look like insects! This week, it’s time to “o-fish-ally” celebrate summer! 

 

Week 9: August 6 – 10 – Cold Blooded Summer 

Do amphibians and reptiles make your skin crawl? Then this camp is not for you! Actually, maybe it’s exactly 

for you. We will be learning all about the scaly, slithering, sunning creatures that live in and around Montana. 

We will explore reptilian habitats, learn about life-cycles, and even have hands-on experience with local and 

exotic animals! We’ll also learn about ways that we can work to conserve and protect the areas in which these 

animals live. And, of course, we’ll do lots of crafts and play lots of games that help us better understand these 

mysterious creatures.  

 

Week 10: August 13 – 17 – The Power of Play  

Summer should be filled with play! Go wild with adventure this week as you and your camp friends help plan 

the week’s itinerary. Will we explore Missoula’s trails on bikes? Will we splash away the summer on the river? 

Will we play hide-and-seek in a hidden forest? It’s all up to you! The only certainty is that there will be lots of 

play.  

 

 
 

 


